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ABOUT "EXACTNESS" OF INDEX NUrmER FOR~1ULAS IN DD1AND WORLDS

,. Introduction

Afriat (1972), Diewert (1976)and others have defined and used the

eoneept exactness of an index number in the context of demand or

production theory. Their definition goes roughly as follows. Let

u(q), u: lR~+ -+ lR, be a j utitity function and C(p,q*) ::: min {elC :::

p~~ &u(q) ~ u(q*)} be the eost function or minimum expenditure

functi on for gi ven reference pri ces pElR ~+ and quanti ti es q*Effi ~

whieh detey'mine the referenee utility level. Define the economic

(ar true) price index P(p',pO;q*) ::: C(p',q;)/C(pO,q*) as the ratio

of minin;um expendi~ures,to bye the utility (Ol~ welbeing, level of

living) determined by q*. P(p',pO;q*) ::: p(p1,~q~) for al1 p's when

q* and ij are ind~fferent, q* - ~ or u(q*) ::: u(~). The preferences

are hamotheti c i f q* r.J q ~ kq*,.... kq for a11 kElR++. Th i scan be

stated' also using the demand system h(p,C) defined by: h(p,C) ::: q $=>

p.q'S C & u(q) ~ u(q) for a11 qEJR~+ such that p.q < C. Preferences

ate homothetie if and only if for a11 kE:R++: h(p,kC) ::: kh(p,C).

For homothetie preferences P(p' ,pO; q*) is invariant not only if

indifferent ~:s are inserted in the place af q* but P(p' ,pO; q*) 

p(pl,pO; q) for a11 q*,qEJR~

ln the homothetic .case a function ("index") f:JR~~: -+ IR++,
1 1

f(Po qo) is an exac~.. price index for the given preferences
p q
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for all (p~ q~)EIR1: such that qO:: hepO, pO.qO) ar.d ql :: h(pl,p1,ql).
p q

This means that our f-function gives for al1 equilibrium situations

(pO,qO), (pl,ql) just the correct ~a1ue af the true price index. If

(1) holds for a functian f it 1;5 aften thaught (and used) to rationalize

the use of that f as a price index. Index number theorists seem to think

that it is a kind of merit for a functioll f ta satisfy (1) for some homo

thetic·preferences. The general idea seems to be that those f's that are

exact for some preferences (or particularly for some f1exible families af

preferences) are in some way more suitab1e index number formulas ta be

used in more general situations also than those f's which are not exact

for any preferences (or are exact only for very restrictive preferences).

We wi11 demonstrate that the fu1fi11ment af (1) for a f by no means

quarantees its usefu1nes~ in other situations. The function f must

satisfy manyother properties than (1) to be a useful price index number

formula in more general situations, e.g. if the data is ~!€nerated by sorne

other demand mechanism (preferences) than implicite in (1) or if pls
1 1

and qls in f(PO qO) change free1y. These other properties that f should
p q

satisfy are investigated in descriptive (or axiomatic, atomistic, test-

theoretic, statistica1) index number theory, see e.g. Fisher (1922),

Eichhonn (1976), Eichhorn& Voe11er (1976), Allen (1975) or Vartia (1976).
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2. Examples, the Cobb-Douglas case

o\.,
It is well-known that the weighted geometric average ]I(P~/P~) i af

the price relatives (weighted by the old value shares w~ = p~q~/pO.qO)

is exaet for the IICobb-Couglas case" ar when u(q) = nqi ei, where Ci :5
o 1 1 1 1 1are some non-negative constants. But because here w. = w. = p.q./p 'q, , "

1
1 ; 1 1 1 1 0 wi(the new value shares), where qi = h (p ,p .q ), also IT(Pi/Pi) and

1 1 0
1 0 "2(V/.+W.) 4

n(p/Pi) , , are exact. Any functi on f: lR +: -+ JR ++ coi nei di ng.
o 0 0 0

1 0 p.q./p .q 0 0 1 1
with IT(Pi/Pi) , , 'when (p ,q ) and p ,q ) are eq~ilibrium po;nts

is exact here.

Let's investigate more carefully the conditions determining equilibrium

points (p,q) in the Cobb-Douglas case. The demand system h(p~C) =

1· n i(h (p,C), ... ,h (p,C)) =·(h (p,C)) may be \'iritten in numerous forms

which complicates the issue.

Its first representation uses only the parameters of c = (ci)

af the utility function u(q) = ITq'j ci :

(2) h. (p,C), C c.__ (-'-)
Pi LC j

This 'is equivalent ta

p.h.(p,C) c.
(3)

, 1 ,
---C--- = LC. '

J

which 5hows the utmost speciality af the CD-case:
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by (3) the value share w," == p.q./p.q = p.q./C is r:onstant (=c./2:c.), 1 , 1 ,. J

for all equilibdum points (p,q) = (p, h(p,C)). Thus if (pO,qO) 'is

'1 'b . . t k th 1 0 = °0/ ° ° / d~ equ, , r,um po,n we ,now a; wi Piqi p.q = Ci LC j an we

may reparametrize (2) and (3) by

(4)

(5)

h .(p,C) = -f.. w~
, p.',

°. p.h .(p,C)/C = W",'1 ,

This is the natural way to think the Cobb-Doug1as case: it is the case

wher'e the demand system iso determined by the constancy of the value

share, i.e. by (5). From now on 1et (pO,qo) be a fixed pair in m~+

and wO = (wo,,) = (p~q~/pO.qO). Now we can determine in a compact way, ,,,
al1 the lIindex numbel~ formulas f" which are exact in the Cobb-Douglas

case. Tlley are functions f: 1R ~+ ~ :R ++ which satisfy

(6)

when w~ = p~q~/pl.q1 ~ p~q~/pO.qO =wc,. and are otherwise arbitrary.
"1 " , ,

For instance the following functions.satisfy (6):

II The 1ogaY'i tmi c Paasche"

pl ql
1 1 1 1 1

(7)
1 °Piq;lp .q . 1 °wi

f 2( ° 0) = 11(p. /p, ) = I1(p./p,)
P q

, , , ,

pl 1
Q-ö'

(8)
1 0 wiw i

f 3( °qO) .- TI(p. /p, }
p q

, ,
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"Vartia-Sato"

(9)

1 0 1 0
P1 q1 1 OI.(w.,I'J.)/L:L(w.,\'l.)

( ) -/) 11 J J
f S 0 0 = IT(Pi Pi

P q

1 1 1 pl
~ q= --o--rr / f~( 0 0)
p 'q ~ q p

where l(x,y) = (x-y)/log(x/y) ;s the logar;thmic mean of posit;ve

numbers x and y, see Vartia (1976).

IIVartia 111

(10)

IITörnqvist"

(11 )

(12 )

(13 )

where g: m~+ ~ lR++ ;s any function satisfying g(wo,vP) ::: 1. A1sa al1

the "factor antitheses ll af these functions, i.e. functions f 10 , ... ,f17

(14 )
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sat;sfy (6). Note that because (9) and (10) sat;sfy the faetor reversal

test (for al1 arguments) we have f g ~ f17 and f 10 ~ fl0 for all .
1 1 1 1 I ,) 1

(Po qo) ElR 1:, not only for (Po qO)ECD, v/here CD = {(p~ qo) EJR~: I
p q p q p q

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 . 4n 0 1
P; .q;lp . q = Piq/p .q )} 1s the slIbset of ffi ++ where wi = Wi and where

all the functions (7)-(14) coincide. If K: 1R~+ -+ lR++ is any function

such that K(x,x) = x for all xElR++ (e.g. K(x,y) is some mean of x and y)

then any function

(15 )

n;5 a function from R++ to 1R++ and satisfies (6). Take e.g. K(x,y) =

x + 1946 s;n(x,y), for which K(x,x) = x + 1946 sin (0) = x, choose

(i,j) = (3,15) and we have:

(16 )

This formula (as we11 as f2, ... ,f17 ) i5 exact in CD-case which may be

thought to "ra tionalize ll the use of (16) also in other situations.

Df course, no such conclusions should be drawn.
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The problem is that (6) determines the function f only in the subset

CO c lR1~ and we have given no rules to extend its definition ta JR1:
fram CO. Without such rules al1 above mentioned functions are appropriate

extensions. By choosing functions 9 in (13) and K in (15) "inOvarious
1 0 w.

ways we can generate infinHe'ly many extensions of IT(p;!p'j) 1 from CO

to'R::. And sti11 more are easily invented. All these functions are

usefu11 in the CO-world by (6) but this does not say anything of their

usefulness in wider wor1ds, when w~ f: w~. Completely othe'r kind of

tests (or properties) are required ta judge if any of the functions

we have mentioned or some other functions satisfying (6) are usefu1

;n wider contexts.

3. Examp1es, the CES-ca~e

Ik have used the CD-case as an example because of its simplicity. But

the conclusions are not limited to this simp1e case. In the same way

we could generate an infinity of "exact index number formulas" e.g. in

the CES(a) case. In this Constant E1asticity of Subst'itution case, see

Bergson (1936), Uzawa (1962) and Shephard (197Gh the uti1ity function

has a representation

(17 ) u(q)

where C'j I S are non-negative and CES-parameter 0 > O. The great majority

of "exac t index numbel~ formu1as" in the CES(a)-world would be use1ess in

more general situations. /1. remarkable fact shown by Sato ("1976) i5 that

Vartia-Sato index (9), or
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1 ° 1 °1 °L(vJ,.,\'/.)/I:L(w.,w.)
._ TI( P./ p . ) I 1 J J

1 1

is exact for al1 CES(0)-wor1ds.

Therefore any function f: lR1~ ~ JR++ coinciding with (i8) for all equi

librium points in the CES(o)-world, or for points in

I

are any two equilibrium points compatib1e

with maxi~ization of (17)}

We need ta represent this set more explicitely. Using demand system
"

q = h(p,C) any cquilibrium point (p,q) satisfies q = h(p,p·q) and

conversely. Just like in the CD-case we have different representations

for h(p,C). A representation used e.g. by Lloyd (1975) is

(20)

\'/here

-0·
(p./c.) C

1 1

-0
(p./c.) c

1 1
e(p)

(20b) e(p)

is the pri"ce function, see Afriat (1972, p. 36). This is

howevet' an unillustrative representation. Let (pO,qO)Em~~ be any

fixed pair which satisfies (20): qO = h(pO,pO.. qO). Then wc have
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oh.(p,C) p./p. C/CO
log( 1 0 ) = -olog( 1 1 (J) + loy(' 0-)

q'j (e(p)/e(p ) e(p)/e(p )

°p./p. C/eO
= -olog( 1 &-) + log( 0 )
. P(p~p ) P(p,p )

° 0 ° °where C = p.q and P(p,p ) is the economic price index

1-0' ° )1-0 1/(1-0).= [~c.(p./c.) /LC.(p./c. ]
J" J J J J J

lhis however simp1ifies considerab1y when we choose an other

parametrization by exp:~ssing the parameters Cl '. ",cn ;n ternlS of

(pO,qO). Using the norma1ization

(23)

1 1
, 0 Ol-~ Ff70

Le. = 1, u(q ) = ( Lc. (q .)) = 1
1 1 1

and the first order conditions

we g~t after some easy manipulations

(25) O( 0)1/0/ ° 0ei = Pi 4i P 'q

_(°0/ 0 0)( 1 )1-1/0- p.q. P'q '-0
1 1 C') •

1

_. O( 1 )1-1/0- w· -J) .
1 q.

1
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This gives ci·s in terms or ·old value shares· w~ = p~q~/pO.qO and

'old quantities ' q~. Inserting this to (l7) gives

(26) u(q)

This is a \l/eighted moment mean (of order a: = 1-1/0) of the quantity

re1atives (qi/q~)) weighted by the old value shares. Note that no

dimensior.a1 pt'oblems arise because value shares w~ and quantity

relatives (q./q~) are dimensionless numbers) which are independent, ,
of all units of mea~ure~ent. Therefore (26) seems to be the natural

parametrization. Note also that u(q) = 1 for a11 qls indifferent to
o 0 > '-0.q , q ~ q and u(q) < 1 according to q ~ q . Slmularly we get for the

price function

(27) e(p)
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Because e(pO) = pO.qO = CO we have for the price index (22)

1° 0 l-o'-::-ä= (LW.(p./p.) ) .
J J J

This is a1so a weighted moment mean (but ef order a = 1-0) of the price

° ° 00 ° °relatives (p./p.), weighted by the old value shares w. = p.q./p .q .
J J J J J

Actualiy e(p) is the minimum expenditure needed ta bye the utility

determined by qO when prices are p. Therefore we could denote it more

explicitely by C(p,qO), where C(p,q*) is the (min-imum) expenditure

needed ta buy the utility level determined by q*under prices p, or
......

C(p,q*) = min {p·qlu(q) ~ u(q*)}. Afriat (1972) denates this by

p(p,x) and calls it lI utility eost function". He o.1so shows that C(p,q)

factoririzes into pl~ice and quantity functions

(29) C(p,q*) = e(p)u(q)

if and only if preferences are homothetie, ar q - q* ~ kq ~ kq* for

0.11 k > O. The lI an tithetic pt'ice and quantity functions" in (29) are

a1ways linearly homogenous: e(kp) = ke(p), u(kq) = ku(q).

CES(o)-preferences are homothetie and it may be checked using the

Lagrangian technique with F(q,~) = P'q - \(u(q) - u(q*)) that

(30)

= e(p)u(q*),
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Dr; ce an.9_

P ' 0 0)= tp,p;q ,
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in accordance with (2~) and (27). We a1so have C(pO,qO)

C(p,qO) =: e(p) and C(pO,q) ~ pO.qO u(q). Especia11y the

quantity indices P(p,pO) =: e(p)/e(pO) == C(P,qO)/C(pO,qO)

Q(q,qO) = u(q) =: C(pO,q)/C(pO,qO) = Q(q~qO;pO) satisfy

for a11 p·s and q1s. As C(pO,qO) = pO.qO equation (31) may he used

to determine any of C(p,q), P(p,pO), Q(q,qO) from other two. It is

a IIdifficultyll in homothetie theory that identifying features (e.g. q*

in P(p; pO:q*)) cance1 away and things become tao II s 'imple ll , or special.

It is diffieu1t to keep in mind what is given and what is derived .

....

Hicksian (or compensated) demand functions are deY'ived by derivatin~l

the eost function (Shephard's theorcm):

(32) aC(p,q*)/Clp.
1

This has beautiful representations in logarithms

(33)

(34)

°H~(p,q*) p./p. 0
log(~~-) = -o;og (_1_1~,) + 10g Q(q*,q )

q. P(p,p )
< 1

H.(P,q*)/q~ p./p~
1 1 ,11

log(---~)=-010g\·--·__ ·0 )
Q(q*.q' ) P(P.P )

\'/ith nUll1erous obvious interpr'etations, ef. 0.150 (21). I\ccording ta (33) the
.; .

log-change in the r::ompensated demand H' (p,q*) changes by the amount af the
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log-change in we1fare and decreases in re1atton ta the difference between the

rateof change in Hs OWI1 price lOg(p/p~) and the pr-ice TelJel logP(pl ,pO).

According ta (34) the logarithmic deviation af an individua1 price ratia

Pi/P~ from the true price index P(p,pO), i.e. Pi = lag(Pi/p~) - logP(p,pO),

and the corresponding logarithmic deviation af the quantity ratio from

the true quantHy index qi ::: 1og(H i (p ,q* )/q~) - 1ogQ( q,q*) depend on each other

in an extremely simple way. They are negative multip1es of each other,

qi = -oPi' the coefficient being the negative of the elasticity of the

substitution 0, which is the same for a11 commodities aio We have used

here the same notation as in Vartia (1978).

Figure 1. Relation between logarithmic deviatiol1s ofprice and quantity
ratios from corresponding indices in CES(0')-wor1d
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··15 I
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• 1 ( ,0) 1 r, 0,Pi = og Pi'P; - ogP,p,p I "
• ! , -b

o 5 10 15 20 %.
price deviat;on in 10g-p~rcents

Suppose that C5 = 0.5 and consider say 'Iveg.etab1esll a., \IJhase prices,
have increased 10 ! (read 10 log-p2rcents, meaning 100 109(P~/P~) = '10)

as the general price level has increased 5 ! . The change in expenditure

is 8 ! and its rea1 change 8 i - 5! ::: 3!. How much must the dem~nd

of vegetables change ta fit the situation? We have from (33)
1 0100 log(qi /Q i) = -0.5 (10-5) + 3 = 0.5, 01" the compensated demand af

vegetables has to increase 0.5 e: Or in other \:;'ords: Ifthepri,cesQf

vegetables have increased 10 - 5 := 5 .%. mOI~e than average pdces then its

demandmust"exceed ll thegrovJt.hofr;l-:al expenditurebyO.5·- 3 = -2.5l as

shown i n fi gure 1.
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Those wha 1ike ta think in terms af va1ue shares may find the following

cxpressions convenient. Let us define

the market va1ue share functions

(35) = p.h.(p,C)/C
1 1

and the compensated va1ue share functions

(36)
n

= p.H.(p,q*)/ L p.H.(p,q*)
1 1 j=l J J

The market and compensated va1ue share systems are w(p,C) =

In CES (a)-wor1d these satisfy by (21) and (33):

w;(p,C) 0p./p.
(37) (l-a) 10g

, ,
10g . 0 0 := 0-

w; (p )C ) P(p,p )

W'j (p,q*) 0p'/p.
(38) (l-Ci)

, 1
10g --0---0-:- ;:: 10g '--_.-

wi(p ,q) P(p,pO)

Far a > 1 the va '1 ue share af the ith commodity decreases when Hs

re1ative price increases; if 0' ~ 1 the va1ue shares are canstant and

we are back in the CD-case. Because al1 CES(cr)-systems are homothetie

the value shares d2pend only on prices and are independent af income

or standard af living, wi (p~C) "-' Vii (p,C) for all C and C~ and \'Ii (p,q*) 

wi (p,q) for a11 q* and q. TheY'E:~fare there i s no need ta specify C ar q*
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in (37) and (38). This is the curiosity af homothetie demand wor'lds.

In fact w(p,C) = w(p,q*) ~ w(p) for al1 p,C and q* in any homothetie

demand wor1d, i.e. the market and compensated value shares systems

give same resu1ts if on1y their p's are the same. But they are different

vector va1ued functions, because they are defined in different spaces.

Using the fo11owing representation for the log-change

(39)

where L(x,y) = (x-y)/log(x/y) ~ [2' vxy + x~Y]/3 is the logarithmic
1 1 1

mean af positive x and y, we get from (35) for any \I!; ::: \I.l i (p ,e ) and

o I (0 0w. ::: \!.J. p ,e ):
1 1

(40)

Thi5 is va1id for n11 i's and for al1 p's and wls in any CES(o)-world.

Therefore by summing

(41)
n
>:

i =1

1 0(w.-w.) = 1 - 1 - 0
1 1

which is equivalent to

(42)
n

_. l-

i -= 1
1 (1 / 0.)og .. !'li Pi .
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This shows that Vartia-Sato index. (9) is exact in all CES(o)-worlds

as shown first by Sato (1976).

Next we demonstrate some other index number results in CES(o)-worlds.
111For q = h(p ,C ) we have

(43) 1 1P .q

and using (31) and cO = pO.qO

(44) 1 1 ° ° 1· ° 1 °p 'q /P'q = P(p ,p ) Q(q ,q ).

This shows that for al1 equilibrium points (pO,qO) and (pl,ql)~ or
1 "1 '"

points (Po qO) in CES(o) the price and quantity indlces (26) and (28)
p q

satisfy the vJeak faetor reversa1 test, or multiply into the "alue

ratia. From (43) e.g. p(p1,pO) may be solved by dividing the value

ratia by the quantity index

0-10
OlOcr-CM

(LVI. ( q "/ q " ) )
111

(45)
1 0 pl. 1 1 0

P(p ,p ) = -o~ / Q(q ,q )
P 'q

P1. 1
= --O~ /

p .q

This determines a new exact price index number formula in C~S(a)

world.

As e.g. SalJluelson and SWctmy (1974) show in any homothetie case e.g.

the price index p(pl,pO; q~) ~ p(pl,pO) satlsfies the time reversal

test: p(pl,pO) :: "I/P(pO>pl). This gives us many new expressions for
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the price index P(p'.pO). Far instance from (28) and (45) we derive

l~espective ly

(46)
P1 1 pO 0

f 38( 0 qo) = 1/f28 ( 1 q,)
p q p q

1

= l/(L w~(p~/p~)1-0)1-0
111

1
- (E w~(p~/p~)o-l)o-', , ,

(47)
p1 q1 pO q1

f 39 ( ° 0) ::: 1/f37 ( 1 0)
p q p q

0-1 _E- 0 0
= (L w~(q~/q~) ° )0-1 / p .~

, , "1 ~rp 'q

~ 1 1-0 0

=~()/ (L w~ ( ~I ?'l-cr) 1-0
", q"t q"

P 'q

Usually (46) and (47) give different results but in the CES(a)-warld

their difference vanishes, ar

(48)

Therefare tllis Il zera" (ar any multip"le af it) could be added anywhere

say in (46) without disturbing its exactness in CES(a)-world. But far

instance adding f 38 - f 39 ta the denominator af (p1/P~) wauld spoil

the formula in other situations. The reader may invent other d"irty

tricks \'Jhich \lJauld leave exactness invariant.
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As wc noted in Vartia (1978, p. 21) in CES (0=0) we have

(49) 010 1000LW.(p./p.) = P .q /p.q = L
111

r-:Jl 0 1 l'_ /np"q ~qq_
- V 0 0 ~ =~ = F

P'q p.q

1
= 2(L+P)

(Laspeyres)

(Paasche)

(Fisher)

(Edge\'lo rth)

Similarly in CE5(a=1) 0t CD case

(50)
"p

rr(p~/p~) i = !},

1
1 0 wi= IT(p.jp.) = P
1 1

1 1 0
1 0 "2"(w.,+w.)

= H(p./p.) I 1 = Vi» = t
1 1

1 0 1 01 0 l.(w.,w.)/L(v/.,w.)
= II(p./p.) 1 1 J J

1 1

(Log··Las peYY'es)

(Log-Paasche)

(Törnqvist)

(Walsh)

(Val~ti a-Sato)

ta mention only some obvious c:ases. Note that all factor antithesis of
, 0 1

, 1 0 1 , 1 0 \II. 1 1 1 0 \'/.
the formuhs e:g. E.i-'"Q- /n(q/qi) 1 :·.PA / rr(q /qi) 1 etc. could be

P 'q P 'q
added here. These functions in (49)-(50) are all always reasonable in~ex
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number farmu1as because af their general properties, which have nothing
"' ------

ta do with their a.ccidental identity il1 these special CES(a)-cases.

Tf again it happens that a = 2 in the CES(a)-world then

(51) 1 1 0:n'/.(p./p.)
1 1 1

= Pl

= Lh

(Palgra'le)

(Harmonic Laspeyres)

r 1 1 0 0 0 1 ' ,~---,=Vw.(p./p.)/ w.(p./p.) = vRl'Lh
1 1 1 1 1 1

1=2"(Pl + Lh).

Also all the faetor antithesis JFA for short) af the formu1as give here
.....

same results so that e.g.

(52) = Pl (Palgrave)

(FA of'Palgrave)

(FA af Lh)

These curious idel1tities of CES(a=2)-world are uin practice" usually'

far from being satisfied, see Vartia (1978).
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Less evident identities in ~ CES(cr)-cases are

(53)

= p1.q1 / [L: o( 1/ 0)r/2/L: 1( 1/ 0)-r/2]1/ro 0 wi qi qi wi qi qi
P .q

1 0 1 0
1 0 L(w. ,w.)/L:L(w.,w.)

=n(p./p.) 1 1 J J
.. 1 1

(Quadratic rnean
af order Y')

(FA af above)

(Vartia-Sato)

with r ~ l-cr. Quadratic means af arder r are cansidered e.g. by Denny

(1974), Diewert (1976, 1978), Sato (1974) and Vartia (1978) and shown

ta he usefu1 index number farmu1as by many independent criterions.

Nate that there are no parameters to be estimated in Vartia-Sato

index so that it adjusts itself automatically. In quadratic means

above the right l' = l-~must be known beforehand.

4·. Con c1 usi on

He have demonstrated that a gl~eat many different functions f: ]<:~ ~ lR ++

whi ch may 01' may nat dese,'ve the name "'i ndex number formu1 a" can be

canstructed 50 that they are "exact" in CO 01' CES \oJor1ds. Some af these

fu~ctions are usefu1 e1sewhere, most are not. The problems do not limit

ta these special demand systems but ari se simi1ar1y in any demand 01'

product"ion system. This calls far a systematic investigatian af the

properties we would demand 01' desir~ af an index number formula; i.e.

an axiomatic treatment af index nurnber fOY'mu1as in the spirit af Fisher

(1922)! Vartia (1975) and Eichhorn &Voel1er (1977).
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